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1. INTRODUCTION
Lanclos had a deep interest in the General Theory of Relativity and its study by means of
variational principles. He explored many modifications of the Einstein field equations based on
Lagrangian functions which were quadratic in the components of the Riemann curvature tensor
and whose Eulerequations were thereforedifferent from the Einstein ones since the latter may
be obtained by using the scalar curvature alone.
In his 1962 paper[l] entitled "The Splitting of the Riemann Tensor" he returned to the study
of the algebraically independent parts of the Riemann tensor and to the study of a quadratic
Lagrangian whose variation vanishes identically. He paid particular attention to a part of this
tensor which he called self-dual and which satisfied other conditions. This part is the conformal
or Weyl tensorbut Lanczos did not noteor use this fact. He wasmainly concerned withfinding a
"generating function" for the conformal tensor. He used the discussion of the variational
principle mentioned above to express the conformal tensor in termsof the derivatives of a tensor
HAM"' He also discussed the equations this tensor has to satisfy in case the conformal tensor
vanished.
It is the purpose of this note to use the twocomponent spinorformalism to describe Lanczos'
results. This formalism involves a set of four matrices
(T = 1,2,3,4.
A,B= 1,2.
such that
where
o 1
E = t 1 011.
and s.: is the metric tensor of space-time.
A spinconnection may be defined by the requirement that the covariant derivative of q" and
of EAB vanishes. We also define the matrices
It may be shown that
1o'" = _pTa- = 2E"TM"PM" = P
*Work on thispaperwassupported bythe National Science Foundation undergrantnumber GP-31358.1t wascarriedout
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The E'S are the Levi-Civita alternating tensor densities. The E's are pure imaginary quantities
since the determinant of the metric tensor, g, is negative.
We shall need the following formulas in the sequel
" All 2~"Y,illYr = - o , ;
t r co ): 2~C~DY ,iIlY" - - U A U B,
= - 2(EAI=T +gAug" - gArg"u)
PCDP:: = 4(8~8Z +8~8~)
2. THE SPINOR FORM HA~'
Lanczos requires that the tensor HA" . satisfy the following algebraic conditions
HA".gAV= 0
!H EA"""=H vvp=O2 Aj.uJ v .
(2.1)
Thusthereare 16 linearly independent components to this tensor. It is alsorequired to satisfy the
six differential equations
(2.2)
where the semi-colon denotes the covariant derivative.
We define
and note that as a result of the formulas given at the end of Section 1, that
H H " l(H DC A BUT p + ffTP = - "8 ABCDy P PUT'
(2.3)
(2.4)
Theseequations are the inverses to eqns(2.3) and HffTp may beobtained by taking the real partof
the right hand sideof these equations. It is a consequence of the second and third of eqns (2.1)
and of the results given in the introduction that
That is, the spinor HA BCD is symmetric in the first three indices. In other words
This implies that there are eight complex independent components to this spinor.
Equations (2.2) are equivalent to
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In view of eqns (2.4) we may write these as
H pDc "' . 0A BCD;pY PAB = .
On using the results from the introduction we see that these are in turn equivalent to
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(2.5)
These equations are three complex first order differential equations. They are the necessary and
sufficient conditions that the spinor
K -H . ypE-KABCD - A BCE ;p D - ABDe,
and hence be symmetric in all its indices.
(2.6)
3. THE CONFORMAL SPINOR
Lanclos has shown in[1] that the conformal tensor may be expressed in terms of the tensor
HA", . as follows
C"'UT= HA",a;JJ0 ':!:+ HUTa ; JJO ~~
+H~",a ; JJE ':!: + H';',.,a ; JJE ~~.
The conformal spinor is defined as
C - 1 A"' C UTABCD - 4PA B A",UTPCD.
(3.1)
(3.2)
and may be shown to be symmetric in all its indices. Thus it has five independent complex
components.
When eqns (3.2) are used to substitute for the conformal tensor ineqns (3.1 ) and the equations
and definitions given above are applied we obtain
If we now make use of eqn (2.5) in the form of eqn (2.6) we obtain
(3.3)
This is the spinor form of Lanczos' equation relating the conformal tensor to his generating
tensor HA", . satisfying eqns (2.1) and (2.2).
This equation is similar to various spinor equations that occur in relativity. Thus the neutrino
equation is
Maxwell's vacuum equations may be written as
Fi "PAB - 0YA » >:
where
and F "" is the Maxwell tensor.The Bionchi identities for a vacuum space- time take the form
pACBCDE - 0Y B ;p - .
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Thus the differential operator
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pi," , )
'VB \ ; p ,
plays a role in all threeof these equations. A similar differential operator plays a role in relating
the generating spinor H ABer) to the conformal tensor. However, the fact that the operator which
appears in the neutrino (and Dirac) equation also appears in the discussion of the conformal
tensor and its generating function is now regarded as an alternative way of describing tensorial
equations. Some quantum effects require spinorial quantities whose tensorial representation is
quite different from the tensors discussed above. Thus the mere fact that the conformal tensor
and its generating function are related by a simple spinorial equation is not in itselfan indication
that quantum effects will be describable by the quantities dealt with by Lanczos.
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